Ford horn relay

By jmason47 , November 18, in Technical. Can anyone help me with the wiring instruction for
the horns on my truck I bought the truck without a horn and now am trying to install. I have a 3
terminal horn relay with no instructions. I need to know which terminal gets the power feed
which I am taking from a fused lead from the voltage regulator BATT terminal the other two
wires I assume are for the ground wire coming through the steering column and the wire that
goes out to the horns. Wire from steering column: goes to the "control" tab on the relay. The
horn button "grounds" this terminal, there-by activating the relay. If all else fails, take an
Ohm-meter, and check for continuity between the three lugs. The one lug that has no continuity
to the other two will be the "load" connection for the horns itself. Not sure what to tell about the
remaining two Also, how many terminals on your horn? Older vehicles with two-terminal horns
did not use a relay The center termial on the relay is the battery hot wire. The one to the right of
it is the wire going to the horns and the one on the left, is the horn button wire. You need to be a
member in order to leave a comment. Sign up for a new account in our community. It's easy!
Already have an account? Sign in here. Recommended Posts. Posted November 18, Thanks
Jack Mason. Link to post Share on other sites. De Soto Frank 7 Posted November 18, Vehicles
employing a horn relay usually have it wired thus: Wire from steering column: goes to the
"control" tab on the relay. The horn button "grounds" this terminal, there-by activating the relay
The "hot" wire from the BATTERY terminal of the Regulator or other "hot" source goes to the
"B" terminal of the relay The "load " horn wire goes to the remaining terminal marked H on the
relay. What brand is your relay? Good luck! Rick Hoover 1 Posted November 18, Jack, The
center termial on the relay is the battery hot wire. Create an account or sign in to comment You
need to be a member in order to leave a comment Create an account Sign up for a new account
in our community. Register a new account. Sign in Already have an account? Sign In Now.
Followers 0. Go to topic listing. Sign In Sign Up. One reason a vehicle's horn may not work is a
failed horn relay. Testing a vehicle's horn relay is the place to begin when troubleshooting a
horn that fails to honk. You can sometimes test a horn relay easily and without tools. A second,
more exact method requires special instruments and a power source. Determine where the relay
box is mounted by referring to the owner's manual. Locate the horn relay inside the relay box.
Pull the horn relay from the relay box. In the same relay box, find a relay of equal size. Pull that
relay from its seat and plug it in the horn relay's seat. If a comparable relay to the horn relay
cannot be found, this method of testing can not be used. Turn the car's ignition to the "On"
position. Attempt to honk the horn. If the car honks, the relay originally seated in the horn relay
seat does not function properly. Find the relay diagram illustrated in the vehicle owner's manual
and learn where the relay box is mounted in the car. Find the relay box in the car. Fasten one of
the multimeter's clamps to the load prong that goes to the horn and one to the battery prong.
Connect the ground terminal from the car's battery to the ground prong on the relay with a
double jumper wire. Connect the jumper's other wire to the positive terminal on the car's
battery. Touch the other end of the jumper wire connected to the car battery's positive terminal
to the relay's voltage or input prong. Read the multimeter, check for continuity and listen to the
relay for a clicking sound. Continuity and clicking indicate a good relay. No clicking and no
continuity are symptoms of a failed relay. Step 1 Determine where the relay box is mounted by
referring to the owner's manual. Step 2 Pull the horn relay from the relay box. Step 1 Find the
relay diagram illustrated in the vehicle owner's manual and learn where the relay box is
mounted in the car. Step 2 Pull the horn relay from its seat in the relay box. Step 3 Adjust the
multimeter to the resistance setting. Step 4 Identify the ground, voltage, battery and load prongs
on the relay. Step 5 Fasten one of the multimeter's clamps to the load prong that goes to the
horn and one to the battery prong. Step 6 Connect the ground terminal from the car's battery to
the ground prong on the relay with a double jumper wire. Step 7 Touch the other end of the
jumper wire connected to the car battery's positive terminal to the relay's voltage or input
prong. Things You'll Need volt battery Multimeter Double jumper wire. Most relays are located in
the fuse box underneath the hood. When the relay fails it can leave the vehicle without a
functioning horn. Usually a faulty horn relay will produce a few symptoms that can alert the
driver of a potential issue. One of the first symptoms of an issue with the horn relay is a
non-functioning horn. The horn relay is one of the components responsible for delivering power
to the horn circuit. If the relay fails it will leave the horn without any power to function. Another
symptom of a potential issue with the horn relay is a clicking sound from underneath the hood.
A shorted or faulty relay may cause the component to produce a clicking sound when the hood
button is pressed. The clicking sound may be a sign that the relay has failed internally, and may
also render the horn unuseable. A burning smell from horn relay is another common symptom
of an issue with the relay. If the relay burns out, which is not uncommon, it will produce a
burning smell. In more severe cases may even result in the relay burning or melting. The relay
will have to be replaced in order for the horn to be returned to full functionality. As with any

electrical component on a vehicle the horn relay can eventually fail and cause issues. The most
popular service booked by readers of this article is Vehicle Body Electrical and Lighting
Inspection. Our certified mobile mechanics perform over services, including diagnostics,
brakes, oil changes, scheduled mileage maintenances, and will come to you with all necessary
parts and tools. Our certified mobile mechanics make house calls in over 2, U. Fast, free online
quotes for your car repair. Service Location. Non-functioning horn One of the first symptoms of
an issue with the horn relay is a non-functioning horn. Clicking sound from the relay Another
symptom of a potential issue with the horn relay is a clicking sound from underneath the hood.
Burning smell from underneath the hood A burning smell from horn relay is another common
symptom of an issue with the relay. Home Articles. The statements expressed above are only
for informational purposes and should be independently verified. Please see our terms of
service for more details. Excellent Auto Repair Ratings. YourMechanic Auto Repair. Related
Articles. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Andrew 11 years of experience. Request Andrew.
Andrew arrived as scheduled and completed the work very efficiently. Great job! Marco 29 years
of experience. Request Marco. Great experience! Marco showed up right on time and was very
polite and pleasant. He got right to work and assessed my problem quickly and made
recommendations for repair which I was able to take care of myself later. Very good experience
and would definitely use Marco again! Matthew 33 years of experience. Request Matthew.
Arrived on time, very professional and knowledgeable - especially about my old car. Terry 31
years of experience. Request Terry. Need Help With Your Car? Related articles. Symptoms of a
Bad or Failing Combination Switch Assembly If you experience problems operating the turn
signals, headlights, or wipers, you may have to replace the combination switch assembly. Read
more. Symptoms of a Bad or Failing Blower Motor Switch If your blower motor switch only
works on certain settings, gets stuck, or has a broken knob, you may need to replace your
blower motor switch. Nearly Nearly all your vehicle functions are operated by switches of some
sort. When you start your car, the ignition cylinder activates the ignition switch. When you
activate the Related questions How do I use the window lockout? The window lockout is an
important safety feature. When the window lockout is in use, the rear windows cannot be rolled
down with the rear window switches they can still be rolled down with the driver door switches.
To turn Horn keeps on going off Hello. There are a couple of reasons why your horn keeps
going off. It is possible that one of the horn contacts is stuck or making contact in error. It is
also possible that there is an issue with your When I open my doors the interior lights don't
come on. Without knowing the make and model of your vehicle, it hard to definitively give
insight on the exact component that has failed. In general, when the door is opened, the switch
turns on the interior lights. If the lights Browse other content. How can we help? Read FAQ. Car
horns are used for a variety of purposes, not least among these safety. For a car horn to work
properly, the vehicle must be equipped with a functioning horn relay. In most circuits, when the
horn button usually located in the steering wheel pad is depressed, power is allowed to flow
through the horn relay to the horn assembly. Typically, there is power supplied to the horn relay
at all times. Pushing the horn button completes the ground side of the circuit, pulling the relay
contacts closed and causing the horn to honk. A bad or failing horn relay probably requires
replacing. Follow this step-by-step guide to learn how to perform this repair. In order to safely
and efficiently replace your horn relay, you will need a couple of basic tools. Step 1: Confirm the
location of the horn relay. Typically, the horn relay is found in the engine compartment junction
or fuse box. Step 2: Disconnect the negative battery cable. Then set it aside. Step 3: Remove the
junction box lid. Locate the junction or fuse box within the engine compartment and then
remove the lid. Step 4: Remove the old horn relay. Remove the horn relay by pulling it straight
out. Step 1: Install the new relay. Install the new relay by lining up the terminals with the slots in
the junction box and plugging in the relay. Step 3: Reconnect the negative battery cable.
Reconnect the negative battery cable and tighten it down. After following these steps, you
should now have a horn that blows nice and loud. The most popular service booked by readers
of this article is Horn Relay Replacement. Our certified mobile mechanics perform over
services, including diagnostics, brakes, oil changes, scheduled mileage maintenances, and will
come to you with all necessary parts and tools. Our certified mobile mechanics make house
calls in over 2, U. Fast, free online quotes for your car repair. Horn Relay Replacement Cost.
Service Location. Part 1 of 2: Removing the old horn relay In order to safely and efficiently
replace your horn relay, you will need a couple of basic tools. Materials Needed New horn relay
Protective gloves Repair manuals optional ; you can buy these through Chilton , or Autozone
provides them online for free for certain makes and models Safety glasses Wrench or ratchet
Step 1: Confirm the location of the horn relay. Part 2 of 2: Installing the new relay Step 1: Install
the new relay. Step 2: Reinstall the junction box lid. Replace the lid on the junction box. Home
Articles. The statements expressed above are only for informational purposes and should be

independently verified. Please see our terms of service for more details. Excellent Auto Repair
Ratings. YourMechanic Auto Repair. Related Articles. Recent Horn Relay Replacement reviews.
Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Ira 36 years of experience. Request Ira. Very easy going and
great to deal with. Mercury Tracer - Car is overheating - Tampa, Florida. Muneshwar 17 years of
experience. Request Muneshwar. Only chatted real quick, I had work, handed him the keys and
it was fixed. While at work I received photos and a summary of what was done including audio.
This was my fist time using yourmechanic, works great especially as an introvert, I hate going
out in public war brain thing so this really takes the edge off. Chris 22 years of experience.
Request Chris. William 34 years of experience. Request William. William was a informative and
quick mechanic. His knowledge of the parts and install were great. He even took the time to
explain what he did. I would recommend him to anyone. Need Help With Your Car? Related
articles. Symptoms of a Bad or Failing Horn Relay If the horn makes no sound or sounds
different, or if you cannot hear a click from the relay when the horn is pressed, replace the horn
relay. Read more. With With all of the danger on the roadways, finding a way to keep yourself
and your car safe should be a concern. A car has a variety of different mechanisms that are built
into it that will allow for Having Having a fully functional horn is an essential part of staying safe
while driving. The horn on your vehicle will allow you to alert other drivers of your presence and
can be used to prevent accidents in some instances Related questions How do I
2007 honda odyssey parts diagram
2004 chevy impala parts
2010 tundra headlights
know if I have a bad starter or a bad ignition actuator? Sometimes when I turn the key the
starter doesn't work. If the engine will not crank some of the time it can be a few different
things. It can be the starter or it may be an issue in the circuit. I usually start by checking for
power at the Van experiencing electrical system problems The turn signal lighting is all supplied
power from the same turn signal relay. Since LED lighting consumes less power it should be
heavy duty enough to use but you may want to check with LED lighting manufacturer through
their I just put a fuel pump in and my car still won't start. If I jump it, it is shorting out. What is
going on now? Hello there, thank you for asking about your Dodge Neon. This is a sign of a
faulty fuel pump relay or fuse. I would recommend checking the fuel pump relay fuse in the fuse
box under the hood to Browse other content. Schedule your Horn Relay Replacement today!
Horn Relay Replacement Price. How can we help? Read FAQ.

